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it is a remake that is unlikely to succeed, but it is also quite likely to be remembered. this is a movie
that will stay with you, and it is not in a good way. but it is a good way. it is not a good way to create

a movie. but it is a good way to create a movie. that is where the remake falls down. i liked the
original. i did not like this remake. but i understand why people do. i found the remake disappointing.

it is a good looking movie. the special effects are wonderful. i enjoyed watching it. but it is not the
same movie as the original. maybe i just missed something, but i do not think it was a good remake.
the story revolves around two teenage senior students in beijing who meet and fall in love. while ye
bai is a gifted painter, he still faces a problem as to how to submit his artwork. he is shy and not that

much of a confident person. when he meets lu you yan, he finds his courage and starts painting
again. as ye bai has a problem with his weight, it leads him to become ill. lu you yan comes to his

rescue and takes care of him. they form a close friendship and fall in love. (source:
indiancinemagazine.com) after his mother's death, ye bai is sent back to his hometown in jiangxi

province. he lives with his aunt and cousin in the countryside. while his cousin is getting married to a
local girl, ye bai meets lu you yan, who is very much in love with him and wants to marry him. ye bai
is reluctant to marry lu you yan, because he is not able to draw his artwork well, and he is still shy to
approach people. at lu you yan's request, ye bai draws a picture for her on the day of her wedding,

and he gets to see her dressed in a beautiful red wedding gown. ye bai is overjoyed and his life takes
a new turn. but ye bai soon realizes that he cannot live with lu you yan. when ye bai is about to
leave for beijing, he is asked to draw a picture for lu you yan. on the day of his departure, ye bai

forgets his luggage, and when he is about to leave, lu you yan is also about to leave. the two of them
are about to be separated forever. fortunately, ye bai manages to get his luggage and makes it to
beijing in time. as ye bai is about to submit his artwork to the competition, ye bai begins to paint

again and his art is finally accepted by the judges. ye bai's artwork is chosen to be on the wall of the
beijing city hall. he is shocked to learn that lu you yan has returned to beijing. ye bai and lu you yan

both face many challenges in their lives, and when lu you yan is arrested, ye bai becomes
depressed. but lu you yan tells him not to worry and gives him a poem. he also teaches ye bai how
to paint and makes him paint a picture of her. as lu you yan comes out of jail and comes back home

to beijing, ye bai decides to leave beijing to follow her.
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the producers of this movie has made a drama, romance movie. they have added some romantic
and comedy scenes into the movie. the story is about david (harshad chopra) and jade (kunal
khemu) are a couple, david is shy and has a crush on jade. parents are not agreeing with their

relationship and they both are trying to elope. david has a major crush on her since the first time he
saw her in the tenth grade. in high school she has an older brother named peter (michael madsen).

david has always had a crush on her. but jade never showed any interest in david. she didn’t like him
and that is why she never talked to him. he takes care of her brother, peter and she is very

protective of him. he always respects his elders and she takes care of him very well. david is gay and
is afraid of what his parents will think if they find out about it. jade has her friends and she doesn’t

want to break his family, so they try to elope and get married without telling anyone. jade’s parents
know about it and they decide to block the wedding. they want david and jade to live separately and
they want them to be apart, so they try to separate them. jade’s parents are against her relationship
with david and they don’t want to get married. they also have other children. but when they find out
that david is gay, they are shocked and they don’t want to let their daughter go with him. but, david
has a strong feeling for jade and he wants to be with her. he has already told her about his sexuality
and he doesn’t want to hide anything from her anymore. he doesn’t want to hide anymore and he
wants to be with her and he wants to be with her in the future. david knows that jade’s parents are
against their relationship and they are trying to separate them. so, he thinks that if he can save her
from her parents, then he will be able to be with her and spend the rest of their lives together. the

movie is about the love of two people. david’s love, jade’s love and their relationship. this movie is a
very sweet romantic love story. they both have a relationship and they both are very much in love.
they both are not in their physical relations, but they have a relationship. they do not have sex and
that’s why people think that they are not in a relation. but they both are in love and they both are

very much in love and in a relationship with each other. they both are happy and they are in a very
loving relationship. 5ec8ef588b
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